ABSTRACT
Some type-based techniques leverage corpora either to aid their type-based reason-defined heuristic rules to address common mistakes observed in code. Lerner et al. [24] 157 use a corpus of compilable software and its types to improve type error messages for 158 statically typed languages.
159
One mutation-based technique was described by Weimer et al. [40] . They use 160 Genetic Algorithms to mutate parse trees to fix defects. In comparison to previous 161 mutation-based approaches, the mutations presented in this paper are not guaranteed to 162 produce either parsable text or a valid parse tree. Second, it breaks the Python file that caused the error into sequences of 20 contigu-193 ous tokens using a sliding window. A 20-token sliding window is used to ensure that for each sequence, a single value representing the cross entropy (or, log probability) of that sequence versus the corpus of known-good Python code. UnnaturalCode.py also includes a program mutation tool, which it uses to test itself.
208
This tool can be used to test test suites, error handling, and Python implementations.
209
The mutation tool includes rules for 14 different types of mutations, all of which are 210 designed to be extremely general.
211
11 of those 14 types of random mutations were studied in this paper: token deletion, 212 token insertion, token replacement, digit deletion, digit insertion, letter deletion, letter 213 insertion, symbol deletion, symbol insertion, line dedenting, line indenting.
214
These 11 types of random-edit-mutations are intended to simulate mistakes that a 215 typical developer may make when writing Python code, such as misspelling identifiers, 216 typos, unbalanced parentheses, braces and brackets, bad indentation, missing charac-217 ters, and using incorrect operators.
218
In all three token mutations, a token is chosen at random. Deletion simply removes 219 the chosen token. Insertion inserts a copy of the chosen token at a random location.
220
Replacement writes a copy of the chosen token over another randomly selected token.
221
In digit, letter and symbol mutations, a single digit, letter, or symbol character is deleted 222 or inserted randomly in the file. In the indentation mutations a line in the file is selected 223 at random and its indentation is decreased or increased. Digit, letter, symbol, and 224 indentation mutations may mutate any part of the file, including code and comments.
225
Token mutations can only affect the code and never comments.
226
Other techniques for mutating Python code are far more limited, such as the opera-227 tors presented by Derezińska et al. [8] in testC square brackets were used instead of parentheses.
270
All three of these mistakes would be quickly caught by a compiler at compile time.
271
However, Python must load this file and actually run one of the three broken lines 272 of code in order to discover this mistake. repeatedly subjected to a random-edit mutation and tested against both Python and Un-303 naturalCode.py.
304
Once a file was mutated, the location of the mutation was noted, and the mutant 305 file was 'required', imported and executed, using Python 2.7 because the original 306 files were all designed to be run with this Python version. This is similar to running the and compared to the location of the mutation, see Table 1 . For the sake of brevity, only 311 common errors reported by Python are shown in the results in Table 5 . 
RESULTS

313
The data in this section is presented as the fraction of experiments for which the first 314 result returned by Python or UnnaturalCode.py is near the location of the mutation,
315
which is denoted precision. Precision is a measure of the performance of an informa- Table 5 shows the frequency at which Python generates different types of errors 377 based on which type of token mutation is performed. The "None" row indicates that
378
Python did not detect a problem in the mutant file. is that no error is raised, and it is followed by relatively rare ImportErrors, NameEr- 
405
The results in Table 6 shipped would require expert auditing of the locations suggested by UnnaturalCode.py.
419
The cumulative proportion of results falling into several range of distances is shown 420 in Table 7 . Each range is a column. Each report that counts toward the "0" proportion 421 counts also toward the "0-1" proportion, "0-2" proportion, and so on. as the proportion of times that Python reports the error on the same line as the mutation.
Comparison to UnnaturalCode with Java
431
436
This metric is very similar to mean reciprocal rank (MRR) because MRR places as 437 much weight on the first result as it does on the second through last results combined.
438
Thus the results here differ in the methodology used to present results in Campbell et 439 al.
[5] where MRR was used.
440
Given that Python produces at most one result, this metric is somewhat comparable it does produce single results occasionally.
445
The results show that the new UnnaturalCode.py system does not perform as well 446 as the prototype version of UnnaturalCode, and that Python's own error detection mech-
447
anism does not perform as well as the Java compiler error reporting. The distribution
448
of MRR scores for the Java compiler and UnnaturalCode is shown in Figure 2 .
449
As was found with the UnnaturalCode prototype for Java, some source files simply 450 seem to be more difficult for UnnaturalCode.py than others. Files that seem to be diffi-451 cult for UnnaturalCode.py have long sequences of tokens that do not appear elsewhere,
452
such as lists of string literals. Figure 1 shows the distribution of UnnaturalCode.py,
453
Python, and combined "either" precision over the files tested. executed successfully would successfully pass the checks in Table 3 .
658
As an analysis of random-edit mutations in Python source files, the validity of these 659 results is threatened mainly by the possibility that the mutations made uniformly ran- 
697
Python is a language that raises challenges for mutant-based experimentation: for 698 instance, Python does not report as faulty 25% of programs with a single missing token.
699
Thus, when performing mutation-based experiments with "scripting" languages such as 700
Python, researchers must be aware of the issues discussed in this paper. Typical code 701 errors that would be caught quickly and automatically by a compiler for a language 702 such as Java can be difficult to automatically discover and report in Python. 
